
Swallows and Amazons 

Chapter 21 

 

1a. On page 231, what was making it difficult for Susan to row with her oars? Water lilies 

1b. What impression does the phrase ‘they hang on to my oars like octopuses’ give you of the water  

       lilies? It gives the impression that the water lilies are clinging on to the oars and are 

       wrapped/twisted around them. 

 

2. Why was Roger panicked? Because he thought they were in danger from octopuses that could grab you from a 

boat (he had heard this tale from a book once before). 

 

3. What is ‘feathering’? 

o painting a parrot’s feathers 

o rotating the oars at an angle to help row a boat smoothly 

o pushing the oars deep into water 

 

4. Look at the final paragraph on page 232. Find and copy the word which shows John quickly put his arm into the 

water. Plunged  

 

5. Why does John tell Susan not to row too closely to the reeds on page 233? Because getting caught in water lilies 

will slow the Swallows’ boat down and they haven’t got much time left to return to their island. 

 

6. Look at the following statements and decide whether they are true or false. 

       Statement True False 

All three children in the Swallow held onto their own torches.   

The Swallows rowed into the island’s opening at night.   

The Amazon boat was visible to the Swallows.   

The Mate discovered the opening of the island.   

 

7. Look on page 234. Which of the following words is closest in meaning to ‘rouse’? 

o awaken 

o frighten 

o surprise 

o fight 

 

8. Explain the meaning of the phrase ‘dowse your glim’. It means put out your light/extinguish the torches. 

 



9. On page 235, the children navigate the boat in the darkness. How do they do this? Name the two methods. The 

stars and a compass. 

 

10. Look on page 243. How do you know the inhabitants of Rio Bay are still fast asleep? Name three things. 

o No one was up yet 

o The blinds were still down in the windows 

o The yachts/boats were still moored 

o There was not a native to be seen 

o It wouldn’t be sunrise for a while still 

 


